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The authors present a common methodology and analysis for the drought index SPI with 1-month scale, 3-month scale, 6-month scale, 9-month scale and 12-month scale over China. It is meaningful for the drought research in different fields. However, the daily SPI is wider used, since many studies have carried out the drought research in China using daily SPI (e.g. Xie et al., 2019 (in Chinese)). The method of gamma distribution used for calculating SPI is common with no special changes. Additionally, there are still some detailed analyses needed for improving the quality of this manuscript.

Specific comments:

- Introduction: The necessity of this study is not clearly described and lack of logic, e.g. in this section the authors do not explain shortcomings of existing SPI (on daily scale), and why they need to do this research.
- Daily SPI calculation: The method used in this manuscript refers to McKee et al., 1993 and 1995 without special changes, which has been used in many studies, such as Guttman, 1998 and 1999, Mgree et al., 2016 and 2019, Turco et al., 2020, and so on.
- Table 1: It should be added some references, such as McKee et al., 1993 or Guttman, 1999.
- Analysis of drought characteristics of typical stations: Why the authors selected these three stations not the others, some reasons are needed for this. And there should be some comparisons with similar data products or using other means for validating the reliability and superiority of the daily SPI in this manuscript, not just a few examples from Chinese Disaster Dictionary and Disaster Yearbook.
- L310-311: Is the expression correct? Please check it.
Figure 6b-8b: The symbols for P-value are blurring.

The references mentioned above are as follows:


Minor comments:

- L93: “Theses”-> “These”
- L95: “except of”-> “except for”